CONSUMER ALERT

Degil Spectacle Model JS401 (#705600DC)

Spectacle manufactured after July 2007 with unauthorized use of the SEI mark on the temple arm and “PI” marked on the lens as pictured below.

Consumers who may have bought JS401 after July 2007, shall be advised that this spectacle model should not be used and shall be returned to Degil for exchange.

This recall is being issued for the following reasons: 1) unauthorized use of the SEI certification mark on the packaging and product, 2) incorrect manufacturer mark “PI” on the lens and 3) incorrect markings on both temple arms (right - PIZ87.104mm Taiwan) (left - cSEI CAN/CSA-Z94.3-02). See photograph below for product detail.

Please contact Degil Safety Products, customer service at 800-332-1810. We apologize for any inconvenience this may cause.

See Below: